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1. DECISIONS OP THE UNITED NATIONS, SPECIALISED AGENCIES AND IAEA 
APPECTING WHO'S ACTIVITIES: PROGRAMME MATTERS: Item 7.1.1 of 
the Agenda (Document ЕВ35/30 and Add.l) 

The DEPOTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL introduced the subject and suggested that the 

Executive Board should deal with thé main document (EB)5/5〇)/ before examining the 

addendum. The dócument was normally submitted to the Board at its January 

session, and dealt with the principal decisions of the Economic and Social Council 

and of some of the agencies; it was too early for any material on action by the 

United Nations General Assembly, because the nineteenth session had not opened 

until 1 December 1964. 

In paragraph 5 attention was drawn to an informal meeting in 1964 between 

officers of the Economic and Social Council and the Chairman of its Co-ordination 

Committee and the members of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC). 

The direct contact between the executive heads of the' specialized agencies and the 

Council officers had been most useful and a similar meeting was planned during the 

summer session of the Council in 1965 с 

Paragraphs 6-1) were concerned with action on the economic and social 

consequences of disarmament and conversion to peaceful uses of resources released 

by disarmament. Resolution which had been adopted pursuant to General 

Assembly resolution 19^1 (XVIII) and resolution 982 (XXXVI) of the Economic and 

Social Council, requested the Director-General to consider the studies recommended 

in these resolutions and make recommendations to the Board on action that WHO might 

undertake ； and to transnit the resolution to the Secretary-General of the United 
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Nations. The resolution had accordingly been transmitted to the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations and had been included in his report to the Economic and Social 

Council, The General Assembly and Council resolutions referred to had been 

discussed at the April 1964 session of ACC, which had set up a committee of agency 

representatives to co-operate with the Secretary-General of the United Nations in 

drawing up a programme of activities. The Director-General considered that the 

ACC's proposals (set out in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the document) provided a realistic 

basis for participation by WHO within its field of competence and was prepared to 

proceed on those lines subject to the Board
1

s approval. 

Paragraphs 14-24 were concerned with the United Nations Development Decade and 

inter-agency programmes within that framework. The Director-General
1

s contribution 

to the progress report requested by the Economic and Social Council (paragraphs 14 and 

15) was reproduced in Annex B . Paragraphs l6-l8 dealt with the question of water 

resources development• The Water Resources Centre had again become part of the 

United Nations Secretariat and the inter-agency programme, in which WHO had an active 

role, was now co-ordinated by ACC. 

Paragraphs 25-29 dealt with questions relating to science and technology 

pursuant to Economic and Social Council resolution 1047 (XXXVII). The Economic and 

Social Council had endorsed the general approach adopted by its Advisory Committee 

on the Application of Science and Technology to Development; WHO had been closely 
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associated with that committee through a special sub-committee set up by ACC to deal 

with science and technology. Two aspects of the Advisory Committee's work were of 

particular interest to WHO at the present stage. The first was the consideration 

of the technical problems which the Advisory Committee regarded as "needing a world-

wide attack which might lead to a break through". Already WHO and PAO had co-operated 

in providing joint reports on protein malnutrition and trypanosomiasis. The other 

aspect was communications between specialized agencies and the Advisory Committee, 

which was being arranged by two methods : by providing reports on the initiative of 

the agency concerned or at the Advisory Committee's request, and by informal 

consultation, which had proved extremely useful. 

Paragraphs concerned population growth and economic and social 

development. The relevant resolution of the Economic and Social Council, resolution 

1048 (XXXVII), dealt with two main subjects: the replies of governments to the 

Secretary-General
r

 s inquiry on the problems resulting from the reciprocal action of 

economic develo prient and population changes ； and the report and resolution of the 

Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE) concerning the Asian Population 

Conference held in December 196). 

Paragraphs 41-46 contained decisions by other specialized agencies. The 

decision by UNESCO (paragraph 45) "to participate, in so far as basic research is 

concerned, in any international organization or project which may be established for 

intensifying the campaign against cancer" was of particular interest. Resolutions of 

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) (paragraph 47) had been discussed 

previously by the Board. The Director-General had had an opportunity for close 
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personal contact through an exchange of visits with the Director-General of IAEA for 

the purpose of defining fields of common interest and avoiding duplication of work. 

Liaison officers had now been appointed by both IAEA and Ш 0 . The first results had 

been very encouraging• 

Paragraphs 48-53 concerned the important subject of development in activities 

assisted jointly with UNICEF. At its thirty-fourth session the Board had considered 

a report on a significant policy decision taken by UNICEF in January 1964• The 

official report on the relevant session of the UNICEF Executive Board was now 

available and the chief points of significance to WHO were malaria eradication; 

emphasis on attention to the pre-school child； co-operation between WHO and UNICEF 

on assessing and evaluating joint programmes and assisting governments in assessing 

their projects. The June 1964 meeting of the UNICEF Programme Committee and 

Executive Board had taken no policy decisions. Attention was directed to the 

round-table conference on children and youth in development planning held in Bellagio 

in April 196斗，at which WHO had been represented by an observer « 

The document was presented for information and the Board might wish to take 

note of it. He would be glad to supply any further information that members might 

require• 

Sir Herbert BROADLEY (International Children
1

 s Fund) remarked that it was two 

years since there had been a thorough discussion of joint activities. The UNICEF 

Executive Board meeting in June 1963 had not dealt with policy matters ； and its 
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meeting in Bangkok in January 1964, although concerned with policy and new projects, 

had coincided with the meeting of the WHO Executive Board, at which he had only been 

able to report on the subjects being discussed by UNICEF. 

Before speaking on developments in UNICEF policy, he wished to comment on the 

reference in the proposed programme and budget estimates for 1966 (Official Records 

N o . 138) to forward expenditure by UNICEF, especially in that year. It had been 

the practice in the past to estimate what UNICEF was likely to spend - an exercise 

which caused some embarrassment because, although it was based on past experience 

and current activities and was usually fairly accurate, it was only the UNICEF 

Executive Board that could commit UNICEF resources to particular purposes. It had 

therefore been decided that UNICEF should supply particulars of the commitments 

entered into by its Board for the period of their implementation• They would 

naturally decline over the years ahead, as normally the greatest expenditure occurred 

in the first year of implementation, so that for 1 9 6 6 the amount committed by the 

1964 UNICEF Board meeting was much less than for the years 1 9 6斗 and 1965- Such 

figures, however， were no indication of the total amount likely to be spent in 1 9 6 6 

and future years• The UNICEF Board meeting in 1965 would decide on allocations for 

a large number of new projects, and without in any way committing the Board, he did 

not anticipate that they would vary greatly from commitments in past years. 
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The Deputy Di re с tor-Gene ral had referred to a resolution adopted at the 

Bangkok meeting concerning UNICEF
1

 s participation in the malaria eradication 

programme• He had reported briefly to the Seventeenth World Health Assembly 

on the resolution^ the text of which appeared in Annex D to document EB)5/3〇， 

but it had not been discussed. 

There was no doubt that the campaigns with which UNICEF was associated 

were proving more difficult， of longer duration and more expensive to all parties 

than had been anticipated; but UNICEF had no intention of discontinuing help in 

completing what it had begun. Up to the end of 1964 UNICEF had allocated 

$ 56 ООО 000 for antimalaria campaigns over a period of seven or eight years, 

exclusive of freight costs. ks the resolution indicated, however^ UNICEF would 

be cautious in deciding how far it would participate in new campaigns^ and new 

conditions had been set out in the resolution. Instead of a. ceiling figure being 

set - which in practice was never reached - UNICEF would probably continue parti-

cipating on the present scale of between $ 5 ООО 000 and $ б ООО ООО a year for 

the time being-

Another important question referred to at the Bangkok meeting was the growth 

of the world population. Being in Bangkok the UNICEF Board had been very conscious 

of Asian problems^ particularly respecting children and the population increase. 

The Board had not adopted any resolution on the subject but had included the following 

paragraph in its report： 

:Î

A number of Board members expressed concern over the rapid growth of 

the population in Asia and what it might mean for children; despite the 

considerable national and internati onal efforts to improve social conditions 

in Asia during the past decade^ there were more illiterate, more homeless^ 
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more undernourished，more handicapped, more delinquent and more ill-housed 

children in the region than there had been ten years before ̂  Some members 

considered that the continuation of the population growth at the current 

rate might largely nullify the good work being done to improve the lot of 

Asia's children. In their view, it was important for Governments to 

formulate demographic policies in relation to national development plans, 

along the lines recommended by the recent United Nations Asian Population 

Conference 

Some of the UNICEF Board members had emphasized the desirability of keeping 

UNICEF to its original function of being a children's organization; but children 

implied infants, mothers^ pre-school children， adolescents and young people• 

Some of the ills to which children were exposed could only be remedied through 
• • ：.. • • 

measures applied to the whole community. It was stated in a joint report from 

WHO and FAO to UNICEF that as causes of infant mortality dirt came first and 

malnutrition second; but it was not possible to provide clean water supplies 

and satisfactory sanitary conditions for children only. Nevertheless UNICEF 

was urged to keep as closely as possible to its function of benefiting those for 

whom it was created； and amongst those it had been found that the pre-school 

child was the most difficult to reach and in some respects the most in need of 

help-

The Deputy Director-General had also referred to the Bellagio conference on 

measures to improve the conditions of children and young people• The conference 

• . . ... ， -
 :
 » 

had given rise to considerable discussion, some of which had been premature as the 

and proceedings were not yet available• Preliminary discussions had 

at the meeting of the UNICEF Executive Board in June 1964, on the basis 

full report 

taken place 

1

 Economic and Social Council document E)868 (E/ICEF/492), para. 25(b)-
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of a brief summary account which was at present the only report available» As 

would be clear from the subjects mentioned in the interim report, which were all 

problems on which UNICEF was already working, UNICEF had no intention of becoming 

involved in the political and administrative problems of wide-scale planning. All 

that UNICEF wished to accomplish, in association with the other members of the 

United Nations system, was to ensure that adequate provision was made in programmes 

of development to safeguard the needs of children as future citizens• One of the 

most effective methods was by wide publicity： two regional conferences were being 

organized for the current year, for Asia and the Par East from 13 to 24 September 

and for Latin America from 29 November to 11 December• It was hoped that WHO 

and other international organizations would take part. 

It would be seen from the table of allocations on page 14 of document EB35/30 

that UNICEF was maintaining its activities in its traditional fields of work. 

At the past four Board meetings the percentage distribution of allocations had 

been as follows： 

December 1962 June 196) January 1964 June 1964 

% % % % 

Health 58.07 61.09 59.80 66.9 

Nutrition 29.08 18.41 20.39 16.6 

Others 12.85 20.50 19.81 16.5 
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At its meeting in June 19б1 the UNICEF Executive Board had extended the 

Organization's activities to a number of new sectors, including education, 

vocational training, family and child welfare. Nevertheless, progress in those 

fields was being pursued cautiously and it was hoped to develop them through 

UNICEF’s Increasing resources, without prejudice to the expansion of assistance 

in the traditional fields of health services, disease control and nutrition. 

Professor MUNTENDAM read the second operative paragraph of Economic and 

Social Council resolution 1048 (XXXVII) (referred to in document EB35/50, in 

paragraph 32, under the sub-head,
 |T

Population Growth and Economic and Social 

Developnent"),池 ich requested the Secretary «General of the United Nations to 

circulate the findings of his inquiry to the World Population Conference and to 

the specialized agencies concerned, in particular ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO, with 

the suggestion that they should take them into account in formulating their 

programme • The Secretary-General
1

 s inquiry was referred to in paragraphs 32 and 

34 of document EB35/30. He reminded the Board that the first world population 

conference had been held in Rome in 1964； the one to be held in Belgrade in the 

current year would be the second. 

It was evident from reports and from the programme of the forthcoming 

conference, of which WHO would be a sponsor, that a great deal of attention was 

being paid to health and public health problems • In that connexion he drew 

attention to a report entitled "The Growth of World Population", published by the 

Committee on Science axiâ Public Policy of the National Academy of Sciences in the 

United States of America in 1963, and read out the following passage: "it is 
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appropriate here to call attention to the interdisciplinary nature of population 

studies, requiring integration of knowledge from many fields of the natural and 

social sciences： medicine, biology, economics, demography, sociology and 

psychology"., In his opinion^ WHO would have to take an active part in the world 

population conference and he v^ouid like to hear from the Director-General what 

taslc ha had in mind for the Organization He accordingly proposed the 

following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board . 

Having taken due note of the fact that in 1965 the second World 

Population Conference will be held under the auspices of the United 

Nations and co-sponsored by a number of specialized agencies, among 

v.
7

hich the World Health Organization; and 

Taking into account resolution 1048 (XXXVTI) of the Economic 

and »°ooial Council, 

REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the thirty-sixth 

session of the Executive Board which task he envisages to be executed 

by the World Health Organization with respect to the world population 

growths 

Professor ZDANOV observed that it was not the first time that the question of 

the crrowtli of population had arisen in international conferences, and he could not 

he3.p feeling that the control of the rate of increase was a matter for the 

goveramen*'',s concerned
 t
 Different countries would have different solutions and it 

would not ts proper for a specialized agency or an international organization to 

devise a system for general application。 工deas on the subject differed widely: 

in densely populated areas like Central Asia, for example, steps had already been 

taken to limit the population; but in other countries governments were opposed 

to such action» 
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He believed, therefore^ that WHO should not concern itself with regulating the 

growth of the population but rather with developing the world
T

s food resources. On 

the previous day, the Board had had an extremely interesting discussion and one member 

had stated that at the present level of production - irrespective of scientific 

progress 一 it would be possible to feed at least 10 000 million people， and the present 

population numbered only 3〇〇〇 million. It was much more important, therefore, to 

concentrate on ways and means of improving the quality and increasing production of 

food resources. Such problems as the limiting of population growth should be left 

to the individual States - unless assistance was requested by Member States, and he did 

not think any action was necessary since no such request had been received. Any 

rec ommendat i on on the subject would undoubtedly meet with strong opposition. 

Concern had been expressed regarding the gradual decrease in assistance given by 

UNICEF, He appreciated the concern of certain members.of UNICEF over the fact that 

programmes tended to last longer than had been anticipated. But that was a fact of 

life. Once engaged in the task of safeguarding people
 t

s health, and particularly 

where Ше lives of oMldren were concerned, all resources had to be mobilized. There 

could be no economizing in the work of strengthening and maintaining the health of 

chiliiren, feeding them and keeping them free of illness, for they represented the 

future of. humanity. No one could deny his reasoning, and he was therefore rather 

worried at the trend towards diminished aid from UNICEF for WHO projects. 工乞 had 

been stated as justification for that policy that communicable diseases and. malaria, 

for example, affected chiefly adults• There might be a measure of truth in that 
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assertion but with all diseases • except, perhaps, the chronic degenerative diseases -

the children were the first to be affected. It was the children who suffered most 

frcmi malaria, tuberculosis, parasitic diseases, and even the chronic degenerative 

diseases affected the health of children. Healthy parents produced healthy children• 

He urged therefore that the Executive Board should express its concern over the 

tendency he had referred to and that such concern should be reflected in the 

statements of the WHO members 池о co-operated with UNICEF in the joint committee. 

It was essential for UNICEF to do as much as possible to strengthen child health, 

for children were much more often ill than adults. 

Dr ALAN congratulated the Director-General on his work for co-operation and for 

the co-ordination of health activities. He also thanked the representative of UNICEF 

for his report. He had been greatly impressed by the quotation concerning the 

population question, for the rapid increase in population gave rise not only to economic 

and social questions but also to public health questions v^iich could not be shelved. 
5 • •• ' • 

The health of mothers, for example, the adverse effect of too талу births, ill-fed and 

ill-cared-for children and nutrition problems were purely public health problems and 

sooner or later WHO would have to step in» There were a number of contraceptives 
..л. •

; 

on the market which were used without any knowledge of their effect on health. lie 

v 

agreed entirely with Professor Zdanov that the problem was a national one, but 

nevertheless WHO ought to modify its attitude a little and give help to governments 
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wishing to carry out projects in their own countries. He agreed with Professor 

V 

Zdanov, too, on the need to step up food production and increase food resources. 

At the same time, however, the population question was vital and he supported the 

statement by Professor Muntendam. 

Sir George GODBER also supported Professor Muntendam. Population control, he 

agreed^ was a national problem, and even if it wanted to do so WHO could not impose 

such control on any country. Possibly the reason why requests for help in the matter 

were not being addressed to WHO was the belief that existed that the Organization did 

not have the necessary information on which assistance could be based. 

Undoubtedly Professor Zdanov was right in his contention that development of 

food production must be pressed on, for in some areas population had far outrun the 

availability of food supplies at optimum level. That situation had a direct bearing 

on health and must • be tackled.» 

All Professor Muntendam was advocating was that the Director-General should 

report to the Board at its next session on ways in which, in his opinion, WHO might 

participate in that work. The matter would be coming up at the forthcoming Health 

Assembly in relation to the Economic and Social Council
f

s resolution 1048 (XXXVII); 

to await the Health Assembly
!

s reaction might hold things back for another year or 

two and the situation was such that the Organization could not afford to lose that 

time. 
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Dr EVANG remarked that the matter under discussion was one- on which a-grèat deal 

of confused thinking still existed, both on thë ethical•aspect and on the possible 

role of WHO. Obviously, multidisciplinary action was required to' deal with the 

essential problem; the part to be played by WHO would be a restricted one. 
•• . ‘•..；. . . . .. 

The latest FAO report on the world food situation showed that world production of 

food in the period under review had increased more quickly than population growth; 

but that was true only for five out of the six regions into which FAO divided the 

world. Accordingly, he too subscribed to the view that action further to increase 

food production should be pressed on. Food technologists no longer took the same 

optimistic view of PAO
1

s work in that field, having come to appreciate some of the 

non-technical difficulties involved. 

The point at issue now was what WHO could do in the matter. The Director-General 

had already mentioned certain relevant activities that were being carried out under 
• — . 

WHO auspices. A proposal made in 1952 that the Organization should set up an expert 

committee on health aspects of human reproduction had at that time been turned down 

on priority grounds； but a later gift of $ 500 000 for research on precisely the 

same subject had been accepted. A first report on that work had already been 

published and others were on the way. • • . 

The health aspects of human reproduction comprised a very broad field, covering 

such matters as the relationship of infant mortality to family size; health of the 

mother in relation to family size and to spacing of births； and the relationship 

between age of the mother and health of her children. Other aspects which had received 

little attention until lately included spontaneous sterility in man and woman and 

spontaneous and induced abortions. 
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Mention had been made of the various anti-conception methods in use and world 

concern about their possible effects on human health. Some countries had adopted 

the pill method, whereas others felt that there was too little known about its 

possible side-effects• It would be of great value if research could help to 

elucidate that question also. Intra-uterine devices discarded many years ago on 

grounds of risk of infection and now coming into use again might also be investigated. 

That type of research into the health aspects of human reproduction was the 

field in which WHO could best contribute. Obviously, the Organization should not 

establish any policy in population matters with a view to influencing countries one 

way or another. However, there was much that was unrealistic in the approach to 

the whole question of population control. It was by no means true that the only action 

required was to evolve good, anti-conception methods and make their application 

generally available• Attempts of that nature had time and again met with absolute 

lao^. of success. Yet, on the other hand, there were countries officially opposed to 

such practices vriaere nearly every family followed them. 

The realistic approach was to admit that the crux of the matter was motivation. 

And so long as large families constituted the only form of old-age pension available 

or were required as cheap labour under the family system of working common still to 

many developing countries, motivation would be lacking. Spontaneous action to cut 

down family size would therefore require improvement of social conditions and 
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sometimes even a change in family structure as a precondition. One positive way 

in which WHO could strengthen motivation would be to intensify efforts to reduce 

infant mortality. The family
1

 s position in reducing the number of children would be 

strengthened by knowing in advance that more would survive• 

In conclusion, he reiterated that WHO's part in the work should be limited to 

the health aspects he had outlined, 

Dr-EL-BORAI said that WHO should concern itself seriously with the scientific 

and philosophic aspects of population growth. He therefore fully supported the views 

of Professor Muntendam, together with his draft resolution. 

Dr LAYTON said he had understood from the introductory remarks that the General 

Assembly had taken 110 substantive action on the matters dealt with in the report before 

it, because of certain difficulties in the United Nations• He‘had no objection 

whatsoever to the proposal made by Professor Muntendam, which was qùite in order, and 

he would unreservedly associate himself with the view that the whole population 

question fell purely within national purview. 

It was his view that until the Executive Board or the Health Assembly was faced 

with the specific question of a change of policy in the matter, any broad discussion 

would be out of order• 

Professor GERIC said that he too would endorse Professor Muntendam
!

s proposal. 

He was also in full agreement that demographic policy was a matter for governments. 

Nevertheless, there was a medical aspect inherent in that problem and in that respect 

WHO should adopt a stand; hence his support for the draft resolution before the Board• 
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Professor AUJALEU remarked that undoubtedly there had been considerable 

evolution over the years in respect of the matter under discussion, the approach 

to which at an earlier date had been fraught with emotion. One Member State 

had even, he recalled, threatened to leave the Organization if discussions on 

the matter were pursued. The same reactions might not be aroused nowadays• 

Nevertheless, the matter was essentially one for governments, and views upon 

it strongly conflicted. The Executive Board, which was there to implement 

decisions of the Health Assembly, had as yet received no terms of reference on 

the matter from the Health Assembly; indeed/ its last attitude had been a 

somewhat negative one. Accordingly, 3ae would not wish to see the Health Assembly^ 

composed of government representatives, by-passed. The right approach, in his 

opinion, would be to await consideration by the Health Assembly of the documents 

now before the Board. Once the Health Assembly had taken its stand on the matter 

the Executive Board would be in a position to carry out its wishes. 

Dr ALAN said that while as a rule he found himself in agreement with 

Professor Aujaleu, he could not share his point of view on the matter under 

discussion. As Sir George Godber had pointed out, the Organization could not 

afford to postpone action for some years to come, because of the importance and 

urgency of the matter. Moreover, according to Article 28(e) of the Constitution, 

it was a function of the Board to submit advice or proposals to the Health 

Assembly on its own initiative. The Board would therefore be acting within 

its rights in drawing the Health Assembly's attention to the changing trend in 

the matter• 
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Dr SUBANDRIO thought the discussion was turning on the problem of world 

population growth, a matter outside WHO's competence. The Organization was 

concerned rather with health aspects of family planning but the wider problem 

of population growth fell v/ithin the purview of international economic bodies. 

From the standpoint of the health of mothers and children, she fully 

agreed on the need for finding appropriate ways of limiting family size. 

But population growth was another matter， coming strictly under government 

control, and it was noteworthy that interests varied from country to country. 

There would be a certain contradiction in WHO'S concerning itself with 

action to limit world population^ since its main concern was to preserve as 

many lives as possible by reducing mortality from some of the scourges afflicting 

the world. Accordingly, there was need for caution to avoid anything savouring 

of working against the Organization's ideals. 

Dr KAREPA-SMART agreed with the earlier speakers who had supported 

Professor Muntendam. The time had come for the Organization to take a step 

forward in promoting work on the health aspects of world population growth• 

However, bearing in mind earlier reaction and the fact that some Member States 

were likely still to be opposed to any positive move in that direction, the 

object might be more easily achieved by deleting the term "task" from the 

proposed draft resolution, since that concept was perhaps too strong a one when 

the matter was viewed in relation to other responsibilities of W H O . He accordingly 

suggested that the operative paragraph be reworded as follows; 

"REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the thirty-sixth session 

of the Executive Board adequate WHO programme activities dealing with 

the health aspects of world population growth." 
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That wording would satisfy some of the objections raised and there could be no 

better guide to the type of work the Organization should undertake than the 

Director-General himself. 

Dr BAHRI said that he too was in full agreement with Professor Muntendairu 

Action should not be delayed until a population explosion occurred. In a 

twelve-month period, eighty per cent, of women of child-bearing age were liable 

to have a child. Restrictive measures such as raising the marriage age were 

по о enough; more energetic methods were needed and could be evolved only by-

research on human reproduction under WHO auspices. 

The CHAIRMAN drew the Board
1

 s attention to a proposal by Professor Aujaleu to 

amend the proposed draft resolution by rewording the operative paragraph as 

follows : 

"REQUESTS the Director-General to report on this subject to the 
Eighteenth World Health Assembly and to report to the Executive Board 
at its thirty-sixth session on the decisions of the Assembly•” 

Professor MUNTENDAM said he was ready to accept the amendment proposed 

by Dr Karefa-Smart as an improvement on his own wording• Before taking a 

stand on the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu, he would like to hear 

which procedure the Director-^jeneral would prefer: reporting to the Health 

Assembly or to the Board, 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said it was immaterial to him, as Director-General, 

whether the matter was reported on first to thfe Health Assembly or to the 

Executive Board。 The matter would in any case be coming up for discussion in 

the Health Assembly in connexion with the specific Economic and Social Council 

resolution concerned. 
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Under the wording of Professor Aujaleu's amendment, he would necessarily 

have to relate the required report to that resolution. 

Dr VIANNA supported the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu. 

Dr EL—BORA工 endorsed the draft resolution as amended by Dr Karefa-Smart. 

Professor ZDANOV supported the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu. 

Dr ALAN said he was grateful to Professor Aujaleu in that the amendment 

he had proposed implicitly recognized the Board
1

 s rights under Article 28(e) 

of the Constitution. On the question of substance, he fully endorsed the 

draft resolution as amended by Dr Karefa-Smart. As a compromise, however, he 

would suggest that the operative paragraph be expanded to request the Director-

General to report on a possible programme of work to both bodies, the Eighteenth 

World Health Assembly and the Board at its thirty-sixth session. 

Professor MUNTENDAM said that, in view of what the Director-General 

had said, he had no objection to replacing the words "thirty-sixth session of 

the Executive Board" by the words "Eighteenth World Health Assembly" in his 

draft. It would seem unnecessary to mention both, as Dr Alan had suggested, 

since the Health Assembly would probably decide to refer the matter back to 

the Board. 

The DIPECTOR-GENERAL, said that he would like to provide the Board with 

certain information in the light of the comments made during the discussion. 
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As members already knew, the Organization had. over the past year developed a 

programme in the field of research into the biology of human reproduction and .five 

scientific groups had met to discuss, respectively, the following subjects: (1) the 

biology of human reproduoticn； (2) the physiology of lactation； ⑶ the effect 

of labour on the foetus and the newborn； (4) neuroendocrinology and reproduction in 

tha human； (5) the mechanism of action of sex hormones and analogous substances, 

especially the orally active progestogens. In 19Ó5 three more scientific groups would 

m s e t 七 о d i s c u s s , r e s p e c t i v e l y , f i r s t ; t h e b i o c h e - T i i s t r y a n d i n i c r o b i o l o g y o f t h e f e m a l e 

and male genital tracts, secondly, immionologicai aspects of human reproduction, and 

thirdly, the chemistry and physiolo.^y of the gametes A bibliography of the ethnic 

and geographic variations in human reproduction x/as in the cov.vs3 of preparation, as 

was a critical review of the literature on that subject, A few training grants had 

been made in the field of research in the biz logy of human reproduction^ and the award 

of some research grants in the same field was under consideration. Other activities, 

such as the establishment of collections of pituita,ries to assist research workers 

tliroughout the world, had also Ьеэп embarked upon
9
 „ The programme had been discussed 

by tho Advisory Committee on Medical Research, and a start liad been made towards 

gathering information about the gaps in knowledge in the biology of human reproduction. 

The report of the Scientific Group on the Biology, of Human Reproduction had already 

been published and it was hoped, by the end of 1965, to publish the reports of the 

other seven scientific groups he had mentioned. Together those eight reports would 

give a good s\jmniary of the work done over the past two years in the field of human repro-

duction, The Organization had at the same time interested itself in other programmes 
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relating to population studies, and he was presenting to the Advisory Committee on 

Medical Research for its consideration such items as the medical and social factors of 

fertility, the interrelationship between population trends and health services, 

investment needs in health services in relation to population trends., and future 

mortality and fertility trends and their effect on population change. He believed 

that the Organization would have to be prepared to provide more information., as time 

went on, in the fields he had mentioned in order to assist research in them. 

However, the Secretariat was in a very different position when it came to the 

question of birth control and family planning. He wished to stress that neither 

the Executive Board nor the governing body of any agency should expect the secretariat 

to take the initiative in any matter without prior approval from the organization's 

governing body. WHO would be taking part in many aspects of the second World 

Population Conference^ to be held in Belgrade in September 1965； biit the Board should 

know that, at the last preparatory meeting on the agenda for the Conference, an item 

had been added on "Studies relevant to family planning", in which WHO would not 

participate. He had made it quite clear that the Organization was prepared to 

participate in all aspects of the Conference relating to such matters as fertility 

and population trends, but that he did not have the authority^ and the Organization 

did not have the experience
д
 to engage in a discussion on studies on family planning• 

It was essential that the Secretariat should not be expected to take decisions that 

rightfully fell within the province of the governing bodies of the different 

organizations concerned. The same thinking should apply to requests made by Member 
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governments• In accordance with the provisions of Economic and Social Council 

resolution 1048 (XXXVII), the United Nations General Assembly was required to 

consider the question of assistance to Member governments regarding the different 

aspects of population control and it was for that body to take a decision on the 

matter. Thereafter, the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board could 

provide the Director-General with the necessary guidance. 

There were, however, vast gaps in knowledge regarding such matters as all the 

aspects of research on human reproduction, on fertility and on the relationship 

between the health services and population trends • matters v^iich, in his opinion, 

the Organization could well consider. He would be pleased to comply with Professor 

Muntendam
1

 s request to submit a document to the World Health Assembly or the Board, 

which would lead to a better understanding of 池at the Director-General was authorized 

to do and what should be left to a future decision of the Organization
1

 s governing body. 

Professor AUJAIEU said that he had listened with great interest to the Director-

General
 1

 s statement, particularly as it had provided him with a missing and important 

element of information. In subnitting his amendment, he had had in mind the question 

of birth control. However, if, at the World. Population Conference, WHO was to 

confine itself to technical matters and would not participate in the question of 

population control, then he was prepared to withdraw his amendment, leaving it to 

the Director-General to report on the matter to the Executive Board at its thirty-

sixth session. 
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Proies sor ZflANOT sáid that the explanation given by ;the Ditfepto^ General, had 

convinced him thát there^ should be no reference in %he operative part^ôf the dj?aft
r
;. 

resolution to the growth of - the population é； However, the： erence rto the Economic, 

and SociaH Coxmcil 'resolution should remain>f as should the words "on this subject
n 

proposed in Professor Aujaleu • s amendment. Any more precise term would be 

inappropriate since, in the Union of
;
iSoviet-. Socialist Republics, for exaipple, it was 

hoped that there would be ал increase i n the population. In the operative part 

of the draft resolution, therefore, it would suffice to. say: "Request? the Director-

General to take the necessary steps, on this "sub ject” • 

Dr KAREPA-SMART said that obviously some reference to the participation óf WHO 
с, ... . . . . . . . 、， • - ： - .. 

^ .'•.；'；" • i :
 1

 ; - S ..... . ...... . . . • • . . . . . . . .
 1

 • 

in the second World Population Conference had to be submitted to the Assembly, 

together with the report, which had been approved by the Board, on the Organiisàtiori* s 

programme activities in the field of human biology and reproduction. The draft 

resolution under consi.4eratioQ was spec if ically concerned with the time factor 

involved； if Лпе. had understood matters correctly, the Director-General was not 

empowered to submit to the Assembly any progr^ime activity which had not first been 
.Í ' ‘ .4 v.. O. " ; ； : • ....... ； ： V . . . . • ••、• ：'.'-. • '. ： ' 1' • ' ' •' • - J - . discussed by the Executive Board.. 

•• “ ‘ ‘ 、’ . . . . . - . • . . • •. •； , •• - •. • • j •• “ • • • » . •‘ V . ； •, 

He therefore wished to know, whether he was correct in assuming that, if his 

proposed amendment were accepted by the Board, the Director-General would 
.“ • /..V'-：" ， . . ： . : 二 , " . ： .： ••• .••：；： / v . . .... i,:."--.:/. . - . , . : : - . • . 」 : • : • ， • ： L. 

automatically report to the Executive Board first. Had the thirty-sixth session of 

the Board been meeting before the Eighteenth World Health Assembly, he could have 

understood the reason for Professor Aujaleu
1

s proposed amendment, but, since that 

was not sOj he saw no difficulty in accepting the proposal that the Director-General 

should report to the Board. 
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Dr EVANG said that he preferred the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu : 

it was o f considerable help, both to the Director-General and to the Executive Board, 

to have the reactions of the Health Assembly> and the sooner that could be done the 

better. Moreover, it was not necessary for the draft resolution to contain a 

reference to the Executive Board, as the Health Assembly would decide upon the steps 

to be taken. 

Professor MUNTENDAM said that he was prepared to meet the points raised by 

Professor Aujaleu by altering the words "thirty-sixth session of the Executive 

Board", in the operative paragraph of the draft resolution, to read: "Eighteenth 

World Health Assembly". He wished, however, to retain the additional wording 

proposed by Dr Karefa-Smart. 

Sir George GODBER. asked the Direc tor-General whether he knew on which subject 

exactly he was supposed to report. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, while the first preambular paragraph of the 

draft resolution referred to the second World Population Conference to meet in 

Septeniber 1965， thç second referred to Economic and Social Council resolution 1048 

(XXXVII) and would be the one on which he would base his report. Paragraph 6 

of the operative part of the Council
1

 s resolution urged the Secretary-General and 

the specialized agencies concerned to explore ways and means of strengthening and 

expanding their work in the field of population, including the possibilities of 

obtaining voluntary contributions. He therefore considered that his task was to 

draw up a programme which would ensure that the Organization could expand its work 

in the field of population. 
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Sir George GODBER said that he was gratified to hear that the Director-General 

placed that interpretation on the draft resolution, which in his opinion actually 

said something else. 

Professor MUNTENDAM said that, as he saw it, the operative paragraph of the 

draft resolution would now read: 

"REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the Eighteenth World 
Health Assembly on those programme activities in the health aspects of 
world population growth which might be developed by WHO". 

Professor .ZDANOV said that he could not agree to the draft resolution, as 

amended since it referred to population growth, thus indicating a negative attitude 

on the part of the Organization to such growth and implying the intention to take 

measures to limit it. Furthermore, WHO did not have the right to interpret either 

the title of the conference - World Population Conference - or the terms of 

Economic and Social Council resolution 1048 (XXXVII) in that way. As the Director-

General had said、，the matter was the responsibility of governments alone and, as 

such, could only be dealt with by the United Nations. He could agree to 

Professor Muntendam's proposed amendment, therefore, only on condition that the 

reference to population growth was aoloted and replaced by the words "on this 

subject"• 

In reply to a question from the CHAIRMAN, Professor MUNTENDAM said that he would 

have no objection to the word "growth" being changed to "trends", if that were 

acceptable to the Board. 
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Professor ÍDANOV asked why it was necessary to refer to "trends" when "population 

problems" would suffice. 

Dr EL-BORAI suggested that, as the discussion had become somewhat involved, a 

working party should be set u p . 

Dr KAREFA-SMART said that, if Professor Muntendam would agree，he would support 

Professor 2danov
1

 s proposal to delete any reference to "growth" or "trends" from the 

draft resolution. What was important was that the whole question of world population 

should be discussed in all its aspects. He could sympathize with Professor Zdanov, 

as in Sierra Leone too it was hoped that there would be a rise in the population, 

which was needed for the future development of his country. 

The CHAIRMAN then asked the Board if there was any objection to the following text: 

The Executive Board, 

Having taken due note of the fact that in I965 the second World 

Population Conference will be held under the auspices of the United 

Nations and со-sponsored by a number of specialized agencies, among . 

which the World Health Organization; and 

Taking into account resolution 1048 (XXXVII) of the Economic and 

Social Council, 

REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the Eighteenth World 

Health Assembly on those programme activities in the health aspects 

of world population which might be developed by WHO. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted.
1 

Sir Herbert BROADLEY (United Nations Children's Fund) said that he wished to reply-

to a point raised by Professor Zdanov in connexion with UNICEF
f

 s contribution to 

health activities: Professor Zdanov appeared to be under the impression that there 

was the probability of some reduction in UNICEF*s contribution and in that assumption 

1

 Resolution EB35.R31. 
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he had possibly been influenced by the figures which appeared in the budget volume. 

In actual fact, however, UNICEF
1

s contribution to the health field was increasing 

rather than decreasing• Over the past year UNICEF had committed itself to an 

expenditure of $ 50 ООО 000 in health services and $ 11 ООО 000 in the nutrition 

field; it was to be hoped that Professor Zdanov would feel reassured by those 

figures. 

л : The CHAIRMAN then invited the Board to consider the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on decisions of 
the United Nations, specialized agencies and the International Atomic 
Energy Agency affecting WHO'S activities on programme matters; 

1. NOTES the report, and 

2 . COMMENDS in particular the jointly assisted programmes that have been 
developed with UNICEF and hopes that continued high priority will be given 
to the health aspects of these programmes• 

1 
Decision; There being no further comment, the draft resolution was adopted. 

The ŒAIRMAN called upon the Deputy Director-General to introduce document 

EB35/30 Add.l. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that document EB55/30 Add.l dealt with the 

measures which the Board would be required to take, or to recommend to the World 

Health Assembly, as a result of the entry-into-foree on 13 December 1964 of the 

Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 19б1. ïlie Board had adopted a series of 

1 
Resolution EB35.R32. 
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resolutions on thè matter, to be found on pages 20 and 21 of the Handbook of 

Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed
#
 The Convention was now binding for those 

States that had ratified it and would progressively bind other States; in the 

interim, the 1931 Convention and the 1948 Protocol would, in the case of certain 

governments, continue to apply. 

Under the Single Convention, the functions of WHO would differ essentially 

from those laid down in the previous treaties. There was a good and bad side to 

it. The good side was that under the Single Convention WHO would have the 

right, on its own initiative, to examine and, • where necessary, to indicate any 

substance having narcotic properties, whereas under the previous system the 

Organization had to wait until it was requested to take such action. The bad side 

was that,, while originally any recommendation adopted by WHO on the advice of its 

expert committee bound the relevant bodies of the United Nations, under the new 

system those bodies could, as they saw fit, take or not take action upon such 

recommendations. It was perhaps a theoretical question but nevertheless of a 

nature which might tend to lessen the fol?ce of recommendations made by WHO on 

the advice of its expert committees. 

In paragraph 5 of resolution WHA7.6, it would be noted that decisions as 

to the application or interpretation of such conventions should be taken by 

the World Health Assembly upon advice given by the Executive Board. In view 

of the change that had taken place, the Board might wish to recommend in a 
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resolution to the Eighteenth World Health Assembly that the Director-General 

should be authorized to continue to forward to the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations such notifications as WHO was called upon to make under the 

Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961. 

Dr IAYTON expressed his agreement with the suggestion embodied in paragraph 3 

of document EB35/30 Add.l. 

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Dr SUBANDRIO (Rapporteur) read out the 

text of the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on the 
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961； 

Having noted the recent entry-into-foree of that Convention and the 
ensuing changes in respect of the functions assigned to the World Health 
Organization; -

Noting resolution WHA7.6 and in particular its paragraph 

RECOMMENDS to the Eighteenth World Health Assembly that the 
Director-General be authorized to continue to forward to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations such notifications as WHO is called upon 
to make under the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, I 9 6 I . 

1 
Decisions The draft resolution was adopted 

1

 Resolution EB35.R53. 
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2. ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METHODS OF PLANNING AND EXECUTION OF PROJECTS: 
Item 2.11.1 of the Agenda (Documents EB35/WP/1 and Corr.l and EB35/WP/8) 
(continued from the seventh meeting， section 3) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that document EB35/WP/8 had been 

prepared in the light of the discussion that had taken place at previous meetings 

of the Board on. the report contained in document EB35/WP/1 and Corr.l. Page 1 

listed the amendments that had been proposed to that report and page 2 contained 

the text of a draft resolution for the Board's consideration. In it, an attempt 

had been made to reflect the one specific alteration mentioned during the Board
1

 s 

discussion and certain changes had been introduced relating to the UNICEF Executive 

Board, to which attention had been drawn by the representative of UNICEF. 

Professor AUJALEU said that, in the penultimate line on page 2 of the French 

text of document EB35/WP/8, he did not fully understand the meaning of the words 

"personnel de soutien" and therefore suggested that they should be replaced by some 

such term as "personnel d
!

exécution"• 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that Professor Aujaleu's remark was perfectly 

justified; if he were agreeable, the translation service would be asked to find a 

more suitable expression for the French text. 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no further comments, invited the Board to 

adopt the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Bearing in mind resolutions WHA15-5Ô and WHA15.59, paragraph 1(b), 
by which the World Health Assembly requested the Executive Board to study 
the methods of planning and execution of projects; 
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Нау1щ> from its thirtieth、to, its thirty-third session, examined 
the question and requested the Director-General to proceed with the study, 
laying particular emphasis on certain selected main lines of investigation; 

Havirig considered and revised the working paper submitted at its 

thirty-fifth session, 

1. DECIDES to transmit to the Eighteenth World Health Assembly its ^ 
organizational study on "Methods of planning and execution of projects"; 

2 . INVITES the attention of the Assembly to the findings of the study; 
and 

3 . RECCMVIENDS to the World Health Assembly that it adopt the following 
resolution: 

"The Eighteenth World Health Assembly, •…. 

‘Having studied the report of the Executive Board on its 
organizational study

 1

 Methods of planning and execution of 
projects'; 

V ' :
 - •. - . •• • • ; •； ：• ... • • • -, •.. . . . . . 

Noting that the study mainly covers the period of planning 
and initial implementation of projects and that the study is con-
fined to their administrative and managerial aspects; 

• . ‘‘ ... ... ... ， • . . • 、， 

Considering that the study was carried out on the basis of 
a broad sample of projects, /、 -

1. EMPHASIZES the importance of the Organization's playing an 
active role in the development of requests for projects and in 
their planning; 

2 . NOTES the major causes of delays in starting projects and 
the measures taken by the Director-Çeneral for reducing such of 
the delays as are within the control of the Organization; and 

5 . CALLS attention to the relationship between the effectiveness 
of the Organization's assistance and the readiness of governments 
to carry out their share of the responsibility for WHG-assisted 
projects, including the provision of adequate supporting staff and 
work facilities." ,；.：. 

、 2 
Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

1

 See Off, Rec, Wld Hlth O r g” ЗЛО, Annex 22. 

2

 Resolution EB35.R54. 
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3 . ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON CO-ORDINATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL Ш RELATION TO THE 
TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION FIELD PROGRAMME OP THE ORGANIZATION: Item 2.11.2 of 
the Agenda (continued from the seventh meeting, section 4) 

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Dr HAPPI (Rapporteur) read out the text of the 

following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the preliminary report outline for the "Organi-
zational study on co-ordination at the national level in relation to 
the technical co-operation programme of the Organization", 

REQUESTS the Director-General to take into account the views 
expressed during the discussions and to present to the Executive Board at 
its thirty-sixth session his proposed detailed procedure for collecting 
the necessary information. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 

k . PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OP THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY: 
Item of the Agenda (Official Records No. 152, Resolution EB35.R41; 
Document EB35/21) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that members would have noted the 

draft amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the World Health Assembly, submitted 

by the Director-General for the Board's consideration in document ЕВ35/21 • The 
‘ " • • ... •' 

exact changes proposed by the Director-General, together with the explanations 

therefor, were to be found in the annex to the document. There was one proposed 

change, however, which the Director-General now wished to withdraw; it concerned 

Rule 91, which was to have introduced the precise arrangements to be made with 

regard to the publication of the Official Records in four languages. The reason 

for withdrawing that proposal was that, while the Official Records would continue 

1

 Resolution EB35.R35. 
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to be issued in English, French and Spanish, discussions had been held with represen-

tatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, who had expressed the wish that 

certain of the Organization
f

s technical publications should be published in Russian 

in lieu of one or two of the Official Records • The Secretariat preferred, for the 

sake of flexibility, to allow Rule 91 to stand and the amendment to it was therefore 

withdrawn» 

The remaining amendments were for the most part of a purely editorial nature 

although two of them would, in the Secretariat
1

s opinion, have a beneficial effect 

upon the duration of the Health Assembly• The first of the two amendments 

related to Rule 75bis and provided for votes by secret ballot to be counted in an 

adjoining room, thus enabling the Health Assembly to carry on with its general 

debate • The amendment had been introduced with a view to allowing the Assembly 

to have perhaps two hours
r

 additional time in which to complete its work» A 

similar procedure had been adopted by UNESCO and,, it was understood, was working 

well. The second amendment which was being proposed with a view to facilitating 

the work of the Assembly concerned Rule 80, and introduced a provision whereby a 

quorum for the main conmiittees could be considered to be constituted when one-third 

of the members was present» In the past, there had been some delays in beginning 

meetings because there was no quorum based on a simple majority; the procedure 

proposed was now in effect in a number of international organizations• The Board 

might wish to consider each amendment in turn and, if there were any questions, 

the Secretariat would be pleased to supply further information» 

Finally, he suggested that if the Board agreed to the amendments proposed to 

Rules 75bis and 8Q,. it might wish to include in its resolution a recommendation 

that the Eighteenth World Health Assembly should adopt the new rules provisionally 

so that they could be put into effect at the Assembly
1

 s next session. 
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At the CHAIRMAN'S suggestion, it was agreed that the Board should consider the 

amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the World Health Assembly seriatim. 

(For discussion, see minutes of the fourteenth meeting, section 2.) 

The meeting rose at 1 2 Q O p.m> 
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1參 DECISIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS, SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND 
IAEA AFFECTING WHO'S ACTIVITIES: Item 7Л of the Agenda 

PROGRAMME MATTERS: Item 7.1.1 of the Agenda 
(Document EB55/50 and Add.l) 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR -GENERAL introduced the subject and suggested that the 

Executive Board should deal with the main document (EB)5/3〇）， before examining 

the addendum. The document was normally submitted to the Board at its January 

session, and dealt with the principal decisions of the Economic and Social Council 

and of some of the agencies; it was too early for any material on action by the 

United Nations General Assembly, because the nineteenth session had not opened until 

1 December 1964. 

In paragraph 5 attention was drawn to an informal meeting in 1964 between 

officers of the Economic and Social Council and the Chairman of its Co-ordinating 

Committee and the members of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination (ACC)• 

The direct contact between the executive heads of the specialized agencies and the 

Council officers had been most useful and a similar meeting was planned during the 

summer session of the Council in 1965. 

Paragraphs 6-13 were concerned with action on the economic and social 

consequences of disarmament and conversion to peaceful uses of resources released 

by disarmament. Resolution WHA17-45, which had been adopted pursuant to General 

Assembly resolution 1931 (XVIII) and resolution 982 (XXXVI) of the Economic and 

Social Council requested the Director-General to consider the studies recommended in 

these resolutions and make recommendations to the Board on action that WHO might 

undertake； and to transmit the resolution to the Secretary-General of the United 
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Nations. The resolution had accordingly been transmitted to the Secretary-General of 

the United Nations and had been included in his' report to the Economic and Social 

Council. The General Assembly and Council resolutions referred to had been 

discussed at the April 1964 session of ACC, which had set up a committee of agency-

representatives to co-operate with the Secretary-General of the United Nations in 

drawing up a programme of activities. The Director-General considered that the 

ACC
1

s proposals (set out in paragraphs 9 and 10 of the document) provided a realistic 

basis for participation by WHO within its field of competence and was prepared to 

proceed on those lines subject to the Board's approval. 

Paragraphs 1斗一2斗 were concerned with the United Nations Development Decade and 

inter-agency programmes within that framework. The Director-General's contribution 

to the progress report requested by the Economic and Social Council (paragraphs 14 and 

15) was reproduced in Annex B . Paragraphs l6-l8 dealt with the question of water 

resources development• The Water Resources Centre had again become part of the 

United Nations Secretariat and the inter-agency programme, in which WHO had an active 

role, was now co-ordinated by ACC. 

Paragraphs 25-29 dealt with questions relating to science and technology 

pursuant to Economic and Social Council resolution 1047 (XXXVII)• The Economic and 

Social Council had endorsed the general approach adopted by its Advisory Committee 

on the Application of Science and Technology to Development; WHO had been closely 
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concerned with policy and new projects, had coincided with the meeting of the WHO 
. • 、 . . . • • . ..., - •、• ...： ‘ , •-., 

Executive Board, at which he had only been able to report on the subjects being 
• . . . •- • •- •• • : ‘ • : .:.••. ' . • : ... . i. • ‘ . ! 

discussed by UNICEF. 

Before speaking on developments in UNICEF policy, he wished to comment on the 

reference in the proposed Programme and Budget estimates for 1966 (Official Records 

No. 1)8) to forward expenditure by UNICEF, especially in that year. It had been the 

practice in the past to estimate what UN工CEP was likely to spend - an exercise which 

caused some embarrassment because, although it was based on past experience and 

- . . . . . _ : . . .、 了 . ： “
：
 ；. •'> i 二 . . . . 

current activities and was usually fairly accurate, it was only the UN工CEP Executive 

Board that could commit UNICEF resources to particular purposes. It had therefore 

been decided that UNICEF should supply particulars of the commitments entered into by 
. . . . . ' • • ： * - . ^ , - ' - ' . • its Board for the period of their implementation. They would naturally decline over • - • • • • . 

the years ahead, as normally the greatest expenditure occurred in the first year of 

implementation, so that for 1966 the amount committed by the 1964 UNICEF Board meeting 

was much less than for the years 1964 and 1965» Such figures, however, were no 

indication of the total amount likely to be spent in 1966 and future years• The 

1ЖЕСЕР Board meeting in 1965 would decide on allocations for a large number of new 

projects, and without in any way committing the Board, he did not anticipate that they 

would vary greatly from commitments in past years. 
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The Deputy Director-General had referred to a resolution adopted at the 

Bangkok meeting concerning UNICEF
f

 s participation in the malaria eradication 

programme • He had reported briefly to the Seventeenth World Health Assembly on 

the resolution, the text of which appeared in Annex D to document Щ55/30, but it 

had not been discussed• 

There was no doubt that the campaigns with which UNICEF was associated were 

proving more difficult, of longer duration and more expensive to all parties than 

had been anticipated; but UNICEF had no intention of discontinuing help in 

completing what it had begun. Up to the end of 1964 UNICEF had allocated 

$ 56 ООО 000 for antimalaria campaigns over a period of seven or eight years, 

exclusive of freight costs. As the resolution indicated, however, UNICEF would 

be cautious in deciding how far it would participate in new campaigns, and new 

conditions had been set out in the resolution» Instead of a ceiling figure being 

set - which in practice was never reached - UNICEF would probably continue 

participating on the present scale of between $ 5 ООО 000 and $ б ООО ООО a year 

for the time being. 

Another important question referred to at the Bangkok meeting was the growth 

of the world population. Being in Bangkok the UNICEF Board had been very conscious 

of Asian problems, particularly respecting children and the population increase. 

The Board had not adopted any resolution on the subject but had included the 

following paragraph in its report: 

“(b) A number of Board members expressed concern over the rapid 
growth of the population of Asia and what it might mean for children; 
despite the considerable national and international efforts to improve 
social conditions in Asia during the past decade, there were more 
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illiterate, more homeless, more undernour i shed, more handicapped, more 
delinquent and more ill-housed children in the region than there had been 
ten years before• Some members considered that the continuation of the 
population growth at the current rate might largely nullify the good work 
being done to improve the lot of Asia's children. In their view, it was 
important for Governments to formulate demographic policies in relation 
to national development plans, along the lines re comme ricled by the recent 
United Nations Asian Population Conference."l 

Some of the UNICEF Board members had emphasized the desirability of keeping 

UNICEF to its original function of being a children
f

s organization; but children 

implied infants, mothers, pre-school children, adolescents and young people
#
 ， 

Some of the ills to which children were exposed could only be remedied through 

measures applied to the whole community. It was stated in a joint report from 

WHO and FAO to UNICEF that as causes of infant mortality dirt came first and 

malnutrition second; but it was not possible to provide clean water supplies and 

satisfactory sanitary conditions for children only. Nevertheless UNICEF was 

urged to keep as closely as possible to its function of benefiting those for whom 

it was created; and amongst those it had been found that the pre-school child was 

the most difficult to reach and in some respects the most in need of help. 

The Deputy Direct or «General had also referred to the Bellagio Conference on 

measures to improve the conditions of children and young people• The conference 

had given rise to considerable discussion, some of which had been premature as the 

full report and proceedings were not yet available
#
 Preliminary discussions had 

taken place at the meeting of the UNICEF Executive Board in June 1964, on the basis 

1

 Economic and Social Council document E3868 (E/ICEF/492), para. 23(b). 
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of a brief Summary acco-unt which was at present the only report available • As 

would be clear from the subjects mentioned in the interim report, which were all 

problems on which UNICEF was already working, UNICEF had no intention of becoming 

involved in the political and administrative problems of wide-scale planning. All 

that UNICEF wished to accomplish, in association with the other members of the 

United Nations system, was to ensure that adequate provision was made in programmes 

of development to safeguard the needs of children as future citizens. One of the 

most effective methods was by wide publicity: two regional conferences were being 

organized for the current year, for Asia and the Par East from 13 to 24 September 

and for Latin America from 29 November to 11 December • It was hoped that WHO 

and other international organizations would take part. 

It would be seen from the table of allocations on page 14 of document ЕВ35/ЗЭ 

that UNICEF was maintaining its activities in its traditional fields of work. 

At the past four Board meetings the percentage distribution of allocations had 

been as follows： 

December 1962 June I965 January 1964 June 1Э&\ 

% % % % 

Health 58.07 61.09 59.80 66.9 

Nutrition 29.08 18.41 20.39 16.6 

Others 12.85 20.50 19.81 16.5 
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At its meeting in June I96I the UNICEF Executive Board had extended the 

Organization's activities to a number of new sectors, including education, 

vocational training, family and child welfare. Nevertheless, progress in those 

fields was being pursued cautiously and it was hoped to develop them through 

UNICEF*s increasing resources, without prejudice to the expansion of assistance 

in the traditional fields of health services, disease control and nutrition. 

Professor MUNTENDAM read the second operative paragraph of Economic and 

Social Council resolution 1048 (XXXVII) (referred to in document EB^/jJO, in 

paragraph J>2, under the sub-head, Population Growth and Economic and Social 

Development), which requested the Secretary-General of the United Nations to 

circulate the.findings of his inquiry to the World Population Conference and to 

the specialized agencies concerned, in particular ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO, with 

the suggestion that they should take them into account in formulating their 

programme• The Secretary-General's inquiry was referred to in paragraphs and 

У\ of document EB35/30. He reminded the Board that the first world population 

conference had been held in Rome in 1964; the one to be held in Belgrade in the 

current year would be the second. 

It was evident from reports and from the programme of the forthcoming 

conference, of which WHO would be a sponsor, that a great deal of attention was 

being paid to health and public health problems• In that connexion he drew 

attention to a report entitled The Growth of World Population, published by the 

Committee on Science and Public Policy of the National Academy of Sciences in the 

United States of America in 1963, and read out the following passage: "It is 
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appropriate here to call attention to the interdisciplinary nature of population 

studies, requiring integration of knowledge from many fields of the natural and 

social sciences： medicine, biology, economics- demography, sociology and 

psychology"* In his opinion, WHO would have to take an active part in the world 

population conference and he would like to hear from the Director-General what 

task he had in mind for the Organization, He accordingly proposed the 

following draft resolution: 

"The Executive Board, 

Having taken due note of the fact that in 1965 the second World 
Population Conference will be held under the auspices of the United 
Nations and co-sponsored by a number of specialized agencies, among 
which the World Health Organization; and 

Taking into account resolution 1048 (XXXVII) of the Economic 
and Social Council, 

REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the thirty-sixth 
session of the Executive Board which task he envisages to be executed 
by the World Health Organization with respect to the world population 
growth." 

Professor ZDANOV observed that it was. not the first time that the question of 

the growth of population had arisen in international conferences^ and he could not 

help feeling that the control of the rate of increase was a matter for the 

governments concerned. Different countries would have different solutions and it 

would not be proper for a specialized agency ox： an international organization to 

devise a system for general application^ Ideas on the subject differed widely: 

in densely populated area.s like Central Asia, for example, steps had already been 

taken to limit.the population; but in other, countries governments were opposed 

to such action. 
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He believed, therefore^ that WHO should not concern itself with regulating the 

growth of the population but rather with developing the world's food resources. On 

the previous day^ the Board had had an extremely interesting discussion and one member 

had stated that at the present level of production - irrespective of scientific 

progress 一 it would be possible to feed at least 10 000 million people, and the present 

population numbered only J000 million. It was much more important^ therefore., to 

concentrate on ways and means of improving the quality and increasing production of 

food resources. Such problems as the limiting of population growth should be left 

to the individual States - unless assistance was requested by Member States, and he did 

not think any action was necessary since no such request had been received. Any 

recommendation on the subject would undoubtedly meet with strong opposition^ 

Concern had been expressed regarding the gradual decrease in assistance given by 

UNICEF. He appreciated the сoneern of certain members of UNICEF over the fact that 

programmes tended to last longer than had been anticipated. But that was a fact of 

life. Once engaged in the task of safeguarding people
 !

s health, and particularly 

where the lives of children were concerned, all resources had to.be mobilized. There 

could be no economizing in the work of strengthening and maintaining the health of 

children, feeding them and keeping them free of illness, for they represented the 

future of humanity. No one could deny his reasoning, and he was therefore rather 

worried at the trend towards diminished aid from UNICEF for WHO projects. It had 

been stated as justification for that policy that communicable diseases and malaria, 

for example, affected chiefly adults• There might be a measure of truth in that 
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assertion but with all diseases - except, perhaps, the chronic degenerative diseases -

the children were the first to be affected. It was the children who suffered most 

from malaria, tuberculosis, parasitic diseases， and even the chronic degenerative 

diseases affected the health of children. Healthy parents produced healthy children. 

He urged therefore that the Executive Board should express its concern over the 

tendency he had referred to and that such concern should be reflected in the 

statements of the WHO members who co-operated with UNICEF in the joint committee. 
¡ ' • • • . . . . • 

It was essential for UNICEF to do as much as possible to strengthen child health, 
• : . . . . . : � ‘ . . . ‘ . . . . . . . ‘ . . 

for children were much more often ill than adults • 

Dr ALAN congratulated the Director-General on his work for the co-operation and 

co-ordination of health activities. He also thanked the representative of UNICEF for 

his report. He had been"greatly impressed by the quotation concerning the population 

question, for the rapid increase in population gave rise not only to economic aiid 

social'questions but also to public health questions which could, not be shelved.•‘ The 

health of mothers, for example^ thé adverse effect of too many births, ill-fed and 

ill-cared-for children and nutrition problems were purely public health problems and 

sooner or later WHO would have to step in. There were a number óf сontrасëptives 

on the markèt which were used without any knowledge of their effect on health. He 

• V ...... 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . - , - • • . . ... 

agreed entirely with Professor Zdanov that the problem was a national one, but 

nevertheless WHO ought to modify its attitude a'little and give help to governments 
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wishing to carry out projects in their own countries. He agreed with Professor 

Zdanov， too, on the need to step up food production and increase food resources. 

At the same time， however, the population question was vital and he supported the 

statement by Professor Muntendam. 

Sir George GODBER also supported Professor Muntendam. Population control, he 

agreed, was a national problem, and even if it wanted to do so WHO could not impose 

such control on any country• Possibly the reason why requests for help in the matter 

were not being addressed to WHO was the belief that existed that the Organization did 

not have the necessary information on which assistance could be based. 

V 

Undoubtedly Professor Zdanov was right in his contention that development of 

food production must be pressed on, for in some areas population had far outrun the 

availability of food supplies at optimum level. That situation had a direct bearing 

on health and must be tackled. 

All Professor Muntendam was advocating was that the Director-General should 

report to the Board at its next session on ways in which, in his opinion, WHO might 

participate in that work. The matter would be coming up at the forthcoming Health 

Assembly in relation to the Economic and Social Council's resolution 1048 (XXXVII); 

to await the Health Assembly's reaction might hold things back for another year or 

two and the situation was such that the Organization could not afford to lose that 

time. 
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Dr EVANG remarked that the * matter under discussion was one on which a great deal 

of confused thinking still existed， both on the ethical aspect and on the possible 

role of WHO. Obviously^ multidisciplinar^ action was required to deal with the 

essential problem; the part to be played by WHO would be a restricted one. 

The latest FAO report on the world food situation showed that world production of 

food in the period under review had increased more quickly than population growth; 

but that was true only for five out of the six regions into which FAO divided the 

world. Accordingly, he too subscribed to the view that action further to increase 

food production should be pressed on. Food technologists no longer took the same 

optimistic view of FAO
1

s work in that field, having come to appreciate some of the 

non-technical difficulties involved. 

The point at issue now was what WHO could do in the matter. The Director-General 

had already mentioned certain relevant activities that were being carried out under 

WHO auspices. A proposal made in 1952 that the Organization should set up an expert 

committee on health aspects of human reproduction had at that time been turned down 

on priority grounds; but a later gift of $ 500 000 for research on precisely the 

same subject had been accepted. A first report on that work had already been 

published and others were on the way. 

The health aspects of human reproduction comprised a very broad field,: covering 

such matters as the relationship of infant mortality to family size; health of the 

mother in relation to family size and to spacing of births; and the relationship 

between age of the mother and health of her children. Other aspects which had received 

little attention until lately included spontaneous sterility in man and woman and 

spontaneous and induced abortions• 
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Mention had been made of the various anti-coneeption methods in use and world 

concern about their possible effects on human health. Some countries had adopted 

the pill method^ whereas others felt that there was too little known about its 
• . . . . . . . . . . * 

possible side-effects. It would be of great value if research could help to 

elucidate that question also. 工ntra-uterine devices discarded many years ago on 

grounds of risk of infection and now coming into use again might also be investigated. 

That type of research into the health aspects of human reproduction was the 

field in which WHO could best contribute. Obviously, the Organization should riot 

establish any policy in popúlation matters with a view to influencing countries one 

way or another. However, there was much that was unrealistic in the approach to 

the whole question.of population control. It was by no means true that the only action 

required was to evolve good anti-conception methods and make their application 

generally available. Attempts of that nature had time and again met with absolute 

lack of success. Yet, on the other hand, there were countries officially opposed to 

such practices where nearly every family followed them. 

The realistic approach was to admit that the crux of the matter was motivation. 

And so long as large families constituted the only form of old-age pension available 

or were required as cheap labour under the family system of working common still to 

many developing countries， motivation would be lacking. Spontaneous action to cut 

down family size would therefore require improvement of social conditions and 
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sometimes even a change in family structure as a precondition. One positive way 
� . - : : ’ . .V

 1

 ''• . , 、•- •• i. - ‘‘ ^ . . ... • . . 

. .…… • .… . . •… . ' . . . л - . ：. - . . . . . .； , „ О . : . 广 ， ： : . • .Л 〜“、； / •：; :• ;‘•。. 

in which WHO could strengthen motivation would be to intensify efforts to redüce 

infant mortality. The family
1

 s position in reducing the number of children would be 
:

 . . . . . . . .• ... • 
- • - ...、.-.-.... :. . ， - ... . .；. ..... ; .:.-.,.,. ；.； .. V..,,； : . ... - ‘..厂丄... • . . . 

strengthened by knowing in advance that more would survive. 

‘ .• -•. ..... ... . ‘ ,."..•. / .«j • • 

In conclusion, he reiterated that WHO's part in the work should be limited to 

： . . . . . . . , ' . . . . • . . . . . . . • “ .•• - : - • • . . • . . , … ‘“• ... ... .... .i , • •‘ 
the health aspects he had outlined. 

'-S¿ ' - * ： . . 
‘.'..•••" ‘ :•• • . . . . . . . .:.' ‘. .:... . ... ,, . ,•• . '• .. •• . . . . . . . . 、 . 

Dr EL BORA工 said that WHO should concern itself seriously with the scientific 

and philosophic aspects of population growth. He therefore fully supported the views 

of Professor Muntendam, together with his draft resolution. 

'.•：• •.. . * .. , . • 

Dr LAYTON said he had understood from the introductory remarks that the General 

“ ... ...... ...-r r: ,.t . . ；； . . . . . . . . . . . • • , . , . . . 

Assembly had taken no substantive action on the matters dealt with in the report before 

* • ' * ' ' -••：.'• “ . . ' . .‘. . . . . . .. ： . . . . . . . . ... . ... •. 
it, because of certain difficulties in the United Nations. He had no objection 

；. .
：

- • . . • . . . 

whatsoever to the proposal made by Professor Muntendam, which was quite in order, axid 
‘ • . - ‘ 、 ‘ - , . -

he would unreservedly associate himself with the view that the whole population 

question fell purely within national purview. 

It was his view that until the Executive Board or the Health Assembly was faced 

with the specific question of a change of policy in the matter, any broad discussion 

.、-•-•. ........ ,-....-.、.
 4

- Л - . . : . ;.•••••;'• 二 i-, 

would be out of order. 

Professor GERIG said that he .too would, endorse Professor Muntendam
1

 s proposal. 
• •• ....... . • ‘ , ‘ ..... •： • _•；..‘ •... • ：‘、.. - ..., .. • 

He was also in full agreement that demographic policy was a matter for governments. 

Nevertheless, there was a medical aspect inherent in that problem and in that respect 

WHO should adopt a stand; hence his support for the draft resolution before the Board. 
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Professor AUJALEU remarked that undoubtedly there had been considerable 

evolution over the years in respect of the matter under discussion, the approach 

to which at an earlier date had been fraught with emotion. One Member State 

had even, he recalled, threatened to leave the Organization if discussions on 

the matter were pursued. The same reactions might not be aroused nowadays• 

Nevertheless, the matter was essentially one for governments, and views upon 

it strongly conflicted. The Executive Board, which was there to implement 

decisions of the Health Assembly, had as yet received no terms of reference on 

the matter from the Health Assembly; indeed, its last attitude had been a 

somewhat negative one. Accordingly, he would not wish to see the Health Assembly 

composed of government representatives, by-passed. The right approach, in his 

opinion, would be to await consideration by the Health Assembly of the documents 

now before the Board. Once the Health Assembly had taken its stand on the matter 

the Executive Board would be in a position to carry out its wishes. 

Dr ALAN said that while as a rule he found himself in agreement with 

Professor Aujaleu, he could not share his point of view on the matter under 

discussion. As Sir George Godber had pointed out, the Organization could not 

afford to postpone action for some years to come, because of the importance and 

urgency of the matter. Moreover, according to Article 28(e) of the Constitution, 

it was a function of the Board to submit advice or proposals to the Health 

Assembly on its own initiative. The Board would therefore be acting within 

its rights in drawing the Health Assembly's attention to the changing trend in 

the matter. 
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Dr SUBANDRIO thought the discussion was turning on the problem of world 

population growth, a matter outside WHO'S competence. The Organization was 

concerned rather with health aspects of family planning but the wider problem 

of population growth fell within the purview of international economic bodies. 

From the standpoint of the health of mothers and children, she fully 

agreed on the need for finding appropriate ways of limiting family size. 

But population growth was another matter, coming strictly under government 

control, and it was noteworthy that interests varied from country to country. 

There would be a certain contradiction in WHO
1

s concerning itself with 

action to limit world population, since its main concern was to preserve as 

many lives as possible by reducing mortality from some of the scourges afflicting 

the world. Accordingly, there was need for caution to avoid anything savouring 

of working against the Organization's ideals. 

Dr KAREPA-SMAKT agreed with the earlier speakers who had supported 

Professor Muntendam. The time had come for the Organization to take a step 

forward in promoting work on the health aspects of world population growth• 

However, bearing in mind earlier reaction and the fact that some Member States 

were likely still to be opposed to any positive move in that direction, the 

object might be more easily achieved by deleting the term "task" from the 

proposed draft resolution, since that concept was perhaps too strong a one when 

the matter was viewed in relation to other responsibilities of WHO. He accordingly 

suggested that the operative paragraph be reworded as follows: 

"REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the thirty-sixth session 
of the Executive Board adequate WHO programme activities dealing with 
the health aspects of world population growth." 
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That wording would satisfy some of the objections raised and there could be no 

better guide to the type of work the Organization should undertake than the 

Director-General himself. 

Dr BAHRI said that he too was in full agreement with Professor Muntendam. 

Action should not be delayed until a population explosion occurred. In a 

twelve-month period, eighty per cent, of women of child-bearing age were liable 

to have a child. Restrictive measures such as raising the marriage age were 

not enough; more energetic methods were needed and could be evolved only by 

research on human reproduction under WHO auspices. 

The CHAIRMAN drew the Board's attention to the following* amendment to 

the proposed draft resolution that was being submitted by Professor Aujaleu: 

to replace the operative paragraph by the following: 

"REQUESTS the Director-General to report on this subject to the 
Eighteenth World Health Assembly and to report to the Executive Board 
at its thirty-sixth session on the decisions of the Assembly." 

Professor MUNÍENDAM said he was ready to accept the amendment proposed 

by Dr Karefa-Smart as an improvement on his own wording. Before taking a 

stand on the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu, he would like to hear 

which procedure the Director-General would prefer: reporting to the Health 

Assembly or to the Board. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said it was immaterial to him, as Director-General, 

whether the matter was reported on first to the Health Assembly or to the 

Executive Board. The matter would in any case be coming up for discussion in 

the Health Assembly in connexion with the specific Economic and Social Council 

resolution concerned. 
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Under the wording of Professor Aujaleu
1

 s amendment, he would necessarily 

have to relate the required report to that resolution• 

,Dr VIANNA supported the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu. 

Dr EL BORAI endorsed the draft resolution as amended by Dr Karefa-Smart• 

Professor ZDANOV supported the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu. 

Dr ALAN said he was grateful to Professor Aujaleu in that the amendment 

he had proposed implicitly recognized the Board's rights under Article 28(e) 

of the Constitution. On the question of substance, he fully endorsed the 

draft resolution as amended by Dr Karefa-Smart. As a compromise, however, he 

would suggest that the operative paragraph be expanded to request the Director-

General to report on a possible programme of work to both bodies, the Eighteenth 

World Health Assembly and the Board at its thirty-sixth session. 

Professor MUNTENDAM said that, in view of what the Director-General 

had said, he had no objection to replacing the words "thirty-sixth session of 

the Executive Board" by the words "Eighteenth World Health Assembly" in his 

draft• It would seem unnecessary to mention both, as Dr Alan had suggested, 

since the Health Assembly would probably decide to refer the matter back to 

the Board. 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that he would like to provide the Board with 

certain information in the light of the comments made during the discussion. 
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As members already knew, the Organization had over the past year developed a 

programme in the field of research into th9 biology of human reproduction and five 

scientific groups had met to discuss， respectively, the following subjects: (1) the 

biology of human reproduction; (2) the physiology of lactation; ⑶ the effect of 

labour on the foetus and the newborn； (4) neuroendocrinology and reproduction in 

the human; (5) the- mechanism of action of sex hormones and analogous substances, 

especially the orally active progestogens. In 1965 three more scientific groups would 

meet to discuss, respectively^ first， the biochemistry and microbiology of the female 

and male genital tracts, secondly， immunological aspects of human reproduction^ and 

thirdly, the chemistry and physiology of the gametes. A bibliography of the ethnic 

and geographic variations in human reproduction was in the course of preparation, as 

was a critical review of the literature on that subject, A few training grants had 

been made in the field of research in the biology of human reproduction, and the award 

of some research grants in the same field was under consideration. Other activities夕 

such as the - establishment of collections of pituitari.es to assist research workers 

throughout the world，had also been embarked upon. The programme had been discussed 

by the Advisory Committee on Medical Research, and a start had been made towards 

gathering information about the gaps in knowledge in the biology of human reproduction. 

The report of the Scientific. Group on the Biology of Human Reproduction had already 

been published and it was hoped, by•the end of 1965, to publish the reports of the 

other seven scientific groups he had mentioned. Together those eight reports would 

give a good summary of the work done over the past two years in the field of human repro 

duction. The Organization had at the same time interested itself in other prograjnmes 
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relating to populatton studies, and he was. presenting to. the Advisory Committee on 

Medical Bes ear ch for its consideration such items as the medical and social faators of 

fertility, the interrelationship between population trends and health services^ 

investment needs in health services in relation to population trends, and future 

mortality and fertility trends and their effect on population change. He believed 

that the Organization would have to be prepared to provide more information, as time 

went on, in the fields he had mentioned in order to assist research in them. 

However, the Secretariat was in a very different position when it came to the 

question of birth control and family planning. He wished to stress that neither 

the Executive Board nor the governing body of any agency should expect the secretariat 

to take the initiative in any matter without prior approval from the organization
1

 s 

governing body• : WHO would be taking part in many aspects of the second World 

Population.Conference, to be held in Belgrade in September 1965； but the Board should 

know that, at the last preparatory, meeting on the agenda for the Conference, an item 

had been added 011 "Studies relevant tç family planning", in which WHO would not 

participate. He had made it quite clear that the Organization was prepared to 

participate in all aspects of the Conference relating to such matters as fertility-

arid population trends, but that he did not have the authority^； and the Organization 

did not have the experience, to engage in a discussion pn studies on family planning. 

It was essential that the Secretariat should not be expected to take decisions that 

rightfully fell within the province of the governing bodies of the different 

organizations concerned. The same thinking should apply to requests made by Member 
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governments• In accordance with the provisions of Economic and Social Council 

resolution 1048 (XXXVTI), the United Nations General Assembly was required to 

consider the question of assistance to Member governments regarding the different 

aspects of population control and it was for that body to take a decision on the 

matter. Thereafter, the World Health Assembly and the Executive Board could 

provide the Director-General with the necessary guidance. 

There were, however, vast gaps in knowledge regarding suoh matters as all the 

aspects of research on human reproduction^ on fertility and on the relationship 

between the health services and population trends - matters which, in his opinion, 

the Organization could well consider. He would be pleased to comply with Professor 

Muntendam
f

s request to submit a document to the World Assembly or the Board, whi^h 

would lead to a better understanding of what the Director-General was authorized to 

do and what should be left to a future decision of the Organization
 T

s governing body. 

Professor AUJALEU said that he had listened with great interest to the Director-

General
 f

s statement, particularly as it had provided him with a missing and important 

element of information. In submitting his amendment, he had had in mind the question 

of birth control • However，if, at the World Population Conference, WHO was to 

confine itself to technical matters and would not participate in the question of 

population control, then he was prepared to withdraw his amendment^ leaving it to 

the Director-General to report on the matter to the Executive Board at its thirty-

sixth session. 
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V 

Professor ZDANOV said that the explanation given by the Director-General had 

convinced him that there should be no reference in the operative part of the draft 

resolution to the growth of the population. However, the reference to the Economic. 

and Social Council resolution should remain, as should the words "on this subject" 

proposed in Professor Aujaleu
1

 s amendment. Any more precise term would be . 

inappropriate since， in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, for example, it was 

hoped that there would be an increase in the population. In the operative part 

of the draft resolution, therefore, it would suffice to say: "Requests the Director-

General to take the necessary steps on this subject"• 

Dr KAREFA-SMART said that obviously some reference to the participation of WHO 

in the second World Population Conference had to be submitted to the Assembly, 

together with the report, which had been approved by the Board, on the Organization
1

 s 

programme activities in the field of human biology and reproduction. The draft 

resolution under consideration was specifically concerned with the time factor 

involved ： . if he had understood matters correctly, the Director-General was not 

empowered to submit to the Assembly any programme activity which had not first been 

discussed by the Executive Board. 

He therefore wished to know whether he was correct in assuming that, if his 

proposed amendment were accepted by the Board, the Director-General would 

automatically report to the Executive Board first• Had the thirty-sixth session of 

the Board been meeting before the Eighteenth World Health Assembly, he could- have 

understood the reason for Professor Aujaleu
T

 s proposed amendment, but, since that 

was not so, he saw no difficulty in accepting the proposal that the Director-General 

should report to the Board. 
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Dr EVANG said that he preferred the amendment proposed by Professor Aujaleu: 

it was of considerable help, both to the Director-General and to the Executive Board, 

to have the reactions of the Health Assembly, and the sooner that could be done the . 

better. Moreover, it was not necessary for the draft resolution to contain a 

reference to the Executive Board, as the Health Assembly would decide upon the steps 

to be taken. 

Professor MUNTENDAM said that he was prepared to meet the points raised by 

Professor Aujaleu by altering the words "thirty-sixth session of the Executive 

Board", in the operative paragraph of the draft resolution, to read: "Eighteenth 

World Health Assembly". He wished, however^ to retain the additional wording 

proposed by Dr Karefa-Smart. 

Sir George GODBER asked the Director-General whether he knew on which subject 

exactly he was supposed to report. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that, while the first preambular paragraph of the 

draft resolution referred to the second World Population Conference to meet in 

September 1965， the second referred to Economic and Social Council resolution 10斗8 

(XXXVII) and would be the one on which he would base his report. Paragraph б 

of the operative part of the Council
1

 s resolution urged the Secretary-General and 

the specialized agencies concerned to explore ways and means of strengthening and 

expanding their work in the field of population, including the possibilities of 

obtaining voluntary contributions. He therefore considered that his task was to 

draw up a programme which would ensure that the Organization could expand its work 

in the field of population. 
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Sir George GODBER said that he was gratified to hear that the Director-General 

placed that interpretation on the draft resolution which, in his opinion, actually 

said something else. 

Professor MUNTENDAM said that, as he saw it, the operative paragraph of the 

draft resolution would now read: 

"REQUESTS the Director- Gene ral to report to the Eighteenth World 
Health Assembly on those programme activities in the health aspects of 
world population growth which might be developed by WHO". 

Professor ZDANOV said that he could not agree to the draft, resolution as 

amended since it referred to population growth, thus indicating a negative attitude 

on the part of the Organization to such growth and implying the intention to take 

measures to limit it. Furthermore, WHO did not have the right to interpret either 

the title of the conference - World Population Conference - or the terras of 

Economic and Social Council resolution 1048 (XKXVTl) in that way. As the Director-

General had said., the matter was the responsibility of governments alone and, as 

such, could only be dealt with by the United Nations. He could only agree to 

Professor Muntendam
1

 s proposed amendment, therefore, on condition that the reference 

to population growth was deleted and replaced by the words "on this subject"• 

Jn reply to the CHAIRMAN, Professor MUNTENDAM said that he would have no 

objection to the word "growth" being changed to "trends", if that were acceptable 

to the Board• 
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Professor ZDANOV asked why it was necessary to refer to "trends" when "population 

problems" would suffice. • 

Dr EL BORAI suggested that, as the discussion had become somewhat involved, a 

working party should be set up. 

Dr KAREFA-SMART said that, if Professor Muntendam would agree, he would support 

Professor Zdanov
1

 s proposal to delete any reference to
 n

growth" or ”trends" from the 

draft resolution. What was important was that the whole question of world population 

V 

should be discussed in all its aspects• He could sympathize with Professor Zdanov 

as, in Sierra Leone too, it was hoped that there would be a rise in the population, 

which was needed for the future development of his country. 

The CHAIRMAN then asked the Board if there was any objection to the following text: 

The Executive Board, 

Having taken due note of the fact that in 1965 the second World 
Population Conference will be held under the auspices of the United 
Nations and со-sponsored by a number of specialized agencies, among 
which the World Health Organization; and 

Taking into account resolution 1048 (XXXVTI) of the Economic and 

Social Council， 

REQUESTS the Director-General to report to the Eighteenth World 
Health Assembly oñ those programme activities in the health aspects 
of world population which might be developed by Ш0. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. • 

Sir Herbert BROADLEY (United Nations Children's Fund) said that he wished to reply 

to a point raised by Professor Zdanov in connexion with UNICEF*s contribution to 

health activities : Professor 2dancv appeared to be under the impression that there 

was the probability of some reduction in UNICEF
T

 s contribution and in that assumption 
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he had possibly been influenced by the figures which appeared in the budget volume. 

In actual fact, however, UNICEF*s contribution to the health field was increasing 

rather than decreasing. Over the past year UNICEF had committed itself to an 

expenditure of $ 30 ООО 000 in health services and $ 11 ООО 000 in the nutrition 

field; it was to be hoped that Professor Zdanov would feel reassured by those 

figures. 

The CHAIRMAN then invited the Board to consider the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report of the Director-General on decisions of 
the United Nations, specialized agencies and the International Atomic 
Energy Agency affecting WHO'S activities on programme matters； 、-

1. NOTES the report, and 

2
ê
 COMMENDS the jointly assisted programmes that have been developed with 

UNICEF and hopes that continued high priority be given to the health aspects 
of these programmes. 

Decision: There being no further comment, the draft resolution was adopted. 

The CHAIRMAN called upon the Deputy Director-General to introduce document 

EB35/50 Add.l. 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that document EB35/30 Add.l dealt with the 

measures which the Board would be required to take, or to recommend to the World 

Health Assembly, as a result of the entry into force on 1) December 1964 of the 

Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 196l. The Board had adopted a series of 
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resolutions on the matter, to be found on pages 20 and 21 of the Handbook of 
- -：• • •；• • • . _ . , • , • . . . . . . . . - • ’ . . . . ， • — — . . . . . . . . . 

Resolutions and Decisions, 7th ed. The Convention was now binding for those 

States that had ratified it and would progressively bind other States; in the 

interim, the 19)1 Convention and the 19^8 Protocol would, in the case of certain 

governments, continue to apply. 

Under the Single Convention, the functions of WHO would differ essentially 

from those laid down in the previous treaties. There was a good and bad side to 

it. The good side, was that under the Single Convention WHO would have the 

right, on its own initiative^ to examine and, where necessary, to indicate any 

substance having narcotic properties, whereas under the previous system the 

Organization had to wait until it was requested to take such action. The bad side 

was that, while originally any rec ommendat i on adopted by WHO on the advice of its 

expert committee bound the relevant bodies of the United Nations, lander the nevj 

system those bodies^could^ or could not as they saw-fit^ take action upon such 

recommendations• It was perhaps a theoretical question but neverthéíéss of a 

nature which might tend to lessen the force of re с ommendat i oris made by WHO 

on the advice of its expert committees• 

In paragraph 3 of resolution WHA7-6, it would be noted that decisions., as 

to the application or interpretation of such conventions should be taken by 

the World Health Assembly upon advice given by the Executive Board. In view 

of the change that had taken place, the Board might wish to recommend in a 
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resolution to the Eighteenth World Health Assembly that the Director-General 

should be- authorized to continue to forward to the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations such notifications as WHO was called upon to make under the 

Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 19б1. 

Dr IAYTON expressed his agreement with the suggestion embodied in paragraph 3 

of document EBJ5/50 

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, Dr SUBANDRIO (Rapporteur) read out the 

text of the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the report from the Director-General on the 
Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 196l, and 

Haying noted the recent entry into force of that Convention and the 
ensuing changes in respect of the functions assigned to the World Health 
Organization, 

Noting resolution WHA7.6 and in particular its paragraph 

RECOMMENDS to the Eighteenth World Health Assembly that the 
Director-General be authorized to continue to forward to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations such notifications as WHO is called 
upon to make under the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961. 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 
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 ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON METHODS OF PLANNING AND E3ŒGUTION OP PROJECTS: 
:

I t e m 2.11,1 of the Agenda (DobLiraents EB35/WP/1 and Corr.l ала ÉB35/WP/8) 
(continued) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, said that document EB35/WP/8 had been 

prepared in the light of the discussion that had taken place at a'previous meeting 

of the Board on the report contained in document EB35/WP/1 and Corr.l. Page 1 

listed the amendments that had been proposed to that report and page 2 contained 
.. • • � •••' • • • ' . . '.• « 

the text of a draft resolution for the Board
f

s consideration. In an attempt 

had been made to reflect the one specific alteration mentioned during the Board*s 

discussion and certain changes had been introduced relating to the UNICEF Executive 

Board, to which attention had been drawn by the representative of UNICEF^ 

Professor AUJALEU said that, in the penultimate line on page 2 of the French 
. . . . . . . . . ••. • . . -. • i . • ： : . . 

text of document EB)5AfP/8, he did not fully understand the meaning of the words 

"personnel de soutien" and therefore suggested that they should
;

bé replaced by some 

such term as "personnel d
f

execution"» 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR -GENERAL said that Professor Aujaleu
1

 s remark was perfectly 

justified; if he were agreeable, the" translation service would be asked to find a 

more suitable expression for the French text» 
“ • ； ... . . . - •. *• . • • ； . ； ： . . . 

The CHAIRIVIAN., rioting thát there were no further comments, invited the Board to 

adopt the following draft resolution: 

The Executive Board, 

Bearing in mind resolutions WHA15-58 and WHA15-59, paragraph 1(b), 
by which the World Health Assembly requested the Executive Board to study 
the methods of planning and execution of projects; 
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Having, from its thirtieth to its thirty-third session, examined 
the question and requested the Director-General to proceed with the study, 
laying particular emphasis on certain selected main lines of investigation; 

Having considered and revised the working paper submitted by the 
Director-General at its thirty-fifth session, 

1. DECIDES to transmit to the Eighteenth World Health Assembly its 
organizational study on "Methods of planning and execution of projects"; 

2. INVITES the attention of the Assembly to the findings of the study; 
and 

3
#
 RECOMMENDS to the World Health Assembly that it adopt the following 

resolutions 

"The Eighteenth World Health Assembly, 

Having studied the report of the Executive Board on its 
organizational study 'Methods of planning and execution of 
projects

f

； 

Noting that the study mainly covers the period of planning 
and initial implementation of projects and that the study is con-
fined to their administrative and managerial aspects; 

Considering that the study was carried out on the basis of 
a broad sample of projects, 

1. EMPHASIZES the importance of the Organization^ playing an 
active role in the development of requests for projects and in 
their planning; 

2. NOTES the major causes of delays in starting projects and 
the measures taken by the Director-General for reducing such of 
the delays as are within the control of the Organization; and 

3. CALLS attention to the relationship between the effectiveness 
of the Organization^ assistance and the readiness of governments 
to carry out their share of the responsibility for WHO-assisted 
projects, including the provision of adequate supporting staff and 
work facilities•” 

Decision: The draft resolution was adopted. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL STUDY ON CO-ORDINATION AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL IN RELATION TO THE 
TEÓHNICAL CO-OPERATION FIELD PROGRAMME OF THE ORGANIZATION: Item 2.11.2 of 
the Agenda (continued) 

At the request of "the CHAIRMAN, Dr HâPPI.. {Rapporteur) read out the text of the
 : 

following draft resolutions 

The Executive Board, 

Having considered the preliminary report by the Director-General on 
the outline for the organizational study on "Co-ordination at the national 
level in relation to the technical co-operation programme of the 
Organization", 

REQUESTS the Director-General to take into account the views 
expressed during the discussions and to present to the Executive Board at 
its thirty-sixth session his proposed detailed procedure for collecting 
the necessary information. 、： 

Decisions The draft resolution was adopted. 

4, PROPOSED AMEMDMENTS TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE HEALTH ASSEMBLY: 
Item 4.1 of the Agenda (Official Records No, 1)2, Resolution ЕВЗЗ-Ĥ l； 
Document EB35/21) — 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-Gènêral, said that members would have rioted the 

draft amendments to the Hules of Procedure of the World Health Assembly, submitted 

by the Director-Geneta.1 for the Board
1

 s consideration in document EB35/21» The 

exact bhange s proposed by the Dire с t o1?-General, together with the explanations 

therefore were to be found iri the annex to the document • There was one proposed 

change, however, which the Director-General now wished to withdraw; it concerned 

Rule 91， which was tó have introduced the précise arrangements to be made with 

regard to the publication of the Official Records in four languages• The reason 

for withdrawing that proposal was that, while the Official Records would continue 
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to be issued in English, French and Spanish, discussions had been held with represen 

tatives of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, who had expressed the wish that 

certain of the Organization's technical publications should be published in Russian 

in lieu of one or two of the Official Records. The Secretariat preferred, for the 

sake of flexibility, to allow Rule 91 to stand and the amendment to it was therefore 

withdrawn. 

The remaining amendments were for the most part of a purely editorial nature 

although two of them would, in the Secretariat
1

 s opinion, have a beneficial effect 

upon the duration of the Health Assembly, The first of the two amendments 

related to Rule J^hls and provided for votes by secret ballot to be counted in an 

adjoining room, thus enabling the Health Assembly to carry on with its general 

debate
 #
 The amendment had been introduced with a view to allowing the Assembly 

to have perhaps two hours
f

 additional time in which to complete its work, A 

similar procedure had been adopted by UNESCO and, it was understood, was working 

well* The second amendment which was being proposed with a view to facilitating 

the work of the Assembly concerned Rule 80, and introduced a provision whereby a 

quorum for the main committees could be considered to be constituted when one-third 

of the members was present. In the past, there had been some delays in beginning 

meetings because there was no quorum based on a simple majority; the procedure 

proposed was now in effect in a number of international organizations• The Board 

might wish to consider each amendment in turn and, if there were any questions, 

the Secretariat would be pleased to supply further information* 

Final ly,. he suggested that if the Board agreed to the amendments proposed to 

Rules 75bis and 80, it might wish to include in its resolution a recommendation 

that the Ei^iteenth World Health Assembly should adopt the new rules provisionally 

so that they could be put into effect at the Assembly's next session» 
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At the CHAIRMAN'S suggestion, it was agreed that the Board should consider the 

amendments to the Rules of Procedure of the World Health Assembly seriatim. 

The meeting rose at 12,30 p.rru 


